**ALGERNON's**

**Collectible Disaster Response Sheet!**

*Hey kids! Now you can do exactly what Algernon would do in a life-threatening emergency! Just choose a lettered directive and a numbered subdirective, and the information you need will be at your fingertips!*

A - The Xth word beginning with H in the caption to a photo where cleats are prominently visible.

C - In the case containing four pictures depicting five animals, the Xth animal from the top.

D - In the case containing the largest piece of sports equipment, the Xth word of the caption to a picture of that equipment.

E - The Xth word of the first paragraph on Page 143.

F - The Xth-to-last word in the paragraph describing a photo in which the "BOW" has been labeled by hand.

G - In the case containing an object you wear on the top of your head, the Xth word on that object.

H - In the case containing an object with five white letters, the Xth word in the second sentence of the longest paragraph.

I - The Xth word on the upper-right board in a photo containing the number 777777.

L - The Xth word in black on the sign taped near a large number two.

M - In the case containing an object you wear on your face, the Xth word on a document containing the name of an MIT dorm.

N - The Xth word of the caption that ends with a bad pun about fruit.

O - The Xth word in the second panel of the first of two comic strips.

R - The Xth word in the paragraph describing an object with visible "Return To" instructions.

S - The Xth word of the first paragraph of the directions for an object which gives three prediction options.

T - The first word of the Xth effect in the list immediately below the word DEATH.

V - The Xth word of the second paragraph on Page 110.
HAROLD's
Collectible Disaster Response Sheet!

Hey kids! Now you can do exactly what Harold would do in a life-threatening emergency! Just choose a lettered directive and a numbered subdirective, and the information you need will be at your fingertips!

A - On the tenth panel on the north wall, the first name of the Xth performer listed as playing on the thirteenth.

C - On the seventh panel on the south wall, the Xth word of the caption which is missing a comma after the second word.

D - On the twelfth panel on the south wall, the Xth uncapitalized word in the caption to the largest photo of only one person.

E - On the ninth panel on the north wall, the first X-letter word contained in parentheses in Aaron's creation.

F - On the third panel on the north wall, the last name of the fourth person in the Xth row.

G - On the first panel on the north wall, the last name of the recipient of the Xth page touching the purple border.

H - On the eighth panel on the south wall, the last name of the Xth member of the committee.

I - On the fifth panel on the south wall, the Xth word of the compliment in quotation marks.

L - On the eighth panel on the north wall, the X-letter word on the blackboard which comes first alphabetically.

M - On the ninth panel on the south wall, the Xth word of the title that sounds like it could be related to the 2007 Mystery Hunt.

N - On the sixth panel on the north wall, the longest word in the letter sent in the Xth month of the year.

O - On the fourth panel on the north wall, the Xth word after three large blue dots.

R - On the second panel on the north wall, the Xth word in the description in quotation marks referring to a magazine cover.

S - On the sixth panel on the south wall, the Xth word on the title page.

T - On the tenth panel on the south wall, the last name of the Xth listed speaker in the advertisement featuring a large clock.

V - On the fourth panel on the south wall, the Xth five-letter word within the body of the newspaper article.
SCOTCHY's
Collectible Disaster Response Sheet!

Hey kids! Now you can do exactly what Scotchy would do in a life-threatening emergency! Just choose a lettered directive and a numbered subdirective, and the information you need will be at your fingertips!

A - On the left map legend, in the column containing five gammas, the first English word associated with the Xth gamma.

C - On the left map legend, the last name of the Xth cited author associated with a country which, when a space is added in the middle, becomes a phrase that might be appended to a food order.

D - On the right map legend, the Xth English word in the second acronym expansion.

E - On the right map legend, the X-letter word printed the largest.

F - In the glass case, the Xth word on the card that refers to a six-faced polyhedral specimen.

G - In the glass case, the longest word that appears on the Xth shelf in all capital letters.

H - On the right map legend, the Xth listed last name of a local coordinator.

I - On the right map legend, the Xth word of a prominent five-word phrase in which the second and fourth words both start with M.

L - In the glass case, the Xth word on the closest label to the largest specimen.

M - On the left map legend, the last name of the Xth cited author associated with a country which contains a double C.

N - In the glass case, the Xth word on the label of the specimen directly above the label on which the first two words describe Scrooge McDuck.

O - In the glass case, the number (spelled out) of shelves which contain exactly X specimens.

R - In the glass case, the Xth word on the label immediately to the right of the label which includes two five-letter colors.

S - On the right map legend, the Xth English associated with a yellow rectangle covered with many many tiny dots.

T - On the left map legend, the English word immediately to the right of the Xth box subdivided into four smaller boxes.

V - On the left map legend, the Xth word after the word CARRIED.
LEAH's Collectible Disaster Response Sheet!

Hey kids! Now you can do exactly what Leah would do in a life-threatening emergency! Just choose a lettered directive and a numbered subdirective, and the information you need will be at your fingertips!

A - The first name X spaces to the left of someone with a nickname given in parentheses.

C - The first name X spaces to the right of a full name which has more than one accent mark.

D - The last name X spaces to the left of the rightmost appearance of a last name that becomes the name of a city in Washington if you change the first and sixth letters.

E - The first name of the leftmost woman in the Xth row.

F - The only middle name in the Xth column from the right.

G - The last name X spaces to the right of the last name which becomes the last name one space further down and one space to the left if you replace its last two letters with a single E.

H - The last name X spaces to the right of a last name which was the first name of a character on Captain Planet and the Planeteers.

I - The last name X spaces to the left of the alphabetically earliest last name.

L - The last name X spaces to the left of someone with three names, all of the same length.

M - The first name X spaces to the right of a man whose name includes two words suggesting youth, the second of which is abbreviated.

N - The last name X spaces to the right of the last name which is given on one of The Twelve Days of Christmas.

O - The last name of the topmost person not wearing glasses in the Xth column from the left.

R - The last name X spaces to the right of a five-letter last name which looks like it could be a synonym for "loss."

S - The first name of the rightmost person with a beard in the Xth row.

T - The last name X spaces to the right of someone with two middle initials given.

V - The first name X spaces to the left of the first name that becomes the title character of an opera if you change the third letter.
Hey kids! Now you can do exactly what Ralph would do in a life-threatening emergency! Just choose a lettered directive and a numbered subdirective, and the information you need will be at your fingertips!

A - In the fifth column, the third word in the line X lines up from the line containing two-thirds of the name of a former regular on *Match Game*.

C - In the eighth column, the third word in the line X lines below the line which contains the last name of a Ghostbuster.

D - In the third column, the second word in the line X lines up from the second line in which the last word is the name of a comedian.

E - In the second column, the third word in the line X lines up from the line containing a word that looks like something a caveman vampire might say.

F - In the first column, the second word in the line X lines down from the line that contains two-thirds of a popular folk trio.

G - In the seventh column, the second word in the line X lines up from the line which both contains the name of a current MIT dorm and is three lines above another line which contains the name of a current MIT dorm.

H - In the fifth column, the second word in the line X lines down from the line consisting of exactly eleven letters and two spaces.

I - In the fourth column, the third word in the line X lines up from the line in which the first word is a literary character known for blending in.

L - In the eighth column, the third word in the line X lines below the line which has an average word length of nine letters.

M - In the first column, the first word in the line X lines up from the line in which the second word becomes thematic to this Hunt if you switch its first and fourth letters.

N - In the sixth column, the first word in the line X lines down from the line containing a US state capital.

O - In the seventh column, the third word in the line X lines up from the line in which one word contains four L’s.

R - In the sixth column, the second word in the line X lines up from the line referencing a person whose grandfather was evidently named John.

S - In the fourth column, the first word in the line X lines down from the line in which the third word is the surname of a nursery rhyme’s title character.

T - In the third column, the first word in the line X lines down from the line in which the second word is a style in which eggs can be cooked.

V - In the second column, the third word in the line X lines down from the line in which the last word is something someone might live in.
Hey kids! Now you can do exactly what Zoe would do in a life-threatening emergency! Just choose a lettered directive and a numbered subdirective, and the information you need will be at your fingertips!

A - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with a five-letter animal, the Xth name of a country within the paragraph.

C - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with a type of ant, the Xth of four products within a set of parentheses.

D - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with a word which can be split into a seven-letter word and a four-letter word, the Xth lake mentioned within the paragraph.

E - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with something you might write for a term paper, the Xth word beginning with T within the paragraph.

F - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with a two-word phrase associated with Brooke Shields, the first word of the Xth sentence within the paragraph.

G - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with a nine-letter animal, the Xth word appearing after the city name within the paragraph.

H - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with something you might write for a term paper, the Xth word after the mathematician.

I - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with a word associated with quilts, the Xth city mentioned within the paragraph.

L - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with the last word of the title of an M. Night Shyamalan film, the Xth four-letter word in the sixth line of the paragraph.

M - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with a type of ant, the word immediately following the Xth number within the paragraph.

N - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with a word associated with quilts, the Xth country mentioned within the parentheses.

O - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with a nine-letter animal, the Xth hyphenated word.

R - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with the last word of the title of a two-word M. Night Shyamalan film, the Xth word in the improperly indented line.

S - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with a two-word phrase associated with Brooke Shields, the Xth eight-letter word within the paragraph.

T - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with a word which can be split into a seven-letter word and a four-letter word, the Xth capitalized word within the paragraph.

V - In the caption corresponding to a title which begins with a five-letter animal, the second word after the Xth four-digit number.
ERNIE's Collectible Disaster Response Sheet!

Hey kids! Now you can do exactly what Ernie would do in a life-threatening emergency! Just choose a lettered directive and a numbered subdirective, and the information you need will be at your fingertips!

A - The Xth word of the third paragraph describing an object whose name is a title which is being transferred this week.

C - The Xth uncapitalized word on the card describing an object whose name anagrams to SAIL DEAN.

D - The Xth word in the first paragraph describing an object which shares its name with a one-word plant.

E - The Xth word on the black plate describing an object constructed by a man whose last name is a mathematical function.

F - The Xth edible item mentioned in the description of an object whose name begins with the abbreviations of the four compass points.

G - The Xth word in the first paragraph describing an object whose name anagrams to RUIN GAME.

H - The Xth word of the name of the inventor (counting his rank) of the spiked object.

I - The Xth word of the second paragraph in the description which includes an animal's body part in quotation marks.

L - The Xth word on the label which includes the word FRUIT in capital letters.

M - The Xth unabbreviated word on the metal plate describing an object which shares its name with a planet in Earth's solar system.

N - The Xth-to-last word of the first paragraph describing an object which shares its name with a monster in one of the Harry Potter books.

O - The Xth word of the machinery on a card describing an object whose former name has one more T on a plate than on the card.

R - The Xth word in the description of an object presented during a speech in 1992.

S - The Xth five-letter word on the card describing an object that shares its name with a very bright star.

T - The Xth word in the quotation on the card describing an object that shares its name with a U.S. state capital.

V - The word immediately following the Xth dash on the card describing an object whose name contains the word SQUINT.